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Objectives: 

Apparatus:

!e Basic operation of a Semiconductor Diode
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�e student will investigate the basic operation of a semiconductor Diode.1. 

�e student will investigate the forward and reverse bias of a diode.2. 
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Procedure and Conclusions:

1. Use Loop III on Basics Board to set up a circuit by inserting a switch at the 

pair (M), a diode at the pair (B) in a way that the positive terminal will be 

towards the point (3), a bulb 3.8V at the pair (G), jumpers at the pairs (C, 

D, E, F).

2. Connect (3 volt) from PSB board to the pair (B) using a connection wire in 

a way that the positive terminal (red wire) will be towards the point (3).

3. Turn the selection dial of the DMM to DCV mode (range 20 V), insert the 

DMM red probe at the point (3) and black probe at the point (4), press the 

switch button to close the circuit, watch the bulb and the Voltmeter reading 

(voltage drop across the diode).
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, in this case the 

diode is  biased; and the voltage drop across the diode 

is .......volt.

1. Invert the diode at the pair (B) in a way that the positive terminal will be 

towards the point (4), press the switch button and see if the bulb glows.

, in 

this case the diode is  biased.

... 

 terminal of the voltage source. Diode is reverse-

biased if its positive terminal is connected to the  

terminal of the voltage source.

2. Invert the terminals of the voltage source connected to the circuit by 

reversing the connection wire sides at the pair (N) in a way that the 

positive terminal (red wire) will be towards the point (14), insert the red 

probe of the DMM at the point (4) and black probe of the DMM at the 

point (3), press the switch button and watch the bulb and the voltmeter 

reading.

Notes:

�e diode allows current to flow through it in one direction 
and blocks current from the opposite direction.

3. Insert another diode at the pair (C) instead of the jumper in a way that 

the positive terminal will be towards the point (5), insert the red probe of 

the DMM at the point (5), press the switch button and watch the bulb 

brightness and the change in the Voltmeter reading.

... increases 

, and the voltage drop across the two diodes is ...... volt.

4. Insert a third diode at the pair (D) instead of the jumper in a way that 

the positive terminal will be towards the point (6), insert the red probe of 
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the DMM at the point (6), press the switch button and watch the bulb 

brightness and the change in the Voltmeter reading.

When three diodes are connected in the circuit, the bulb brightness ... increases 

, and the voltage drop across the three diodes is ...... volt.

6. Insert the red probe of the DMM to the point (9) and the black probe of the 

DMM to the point (8) to measure the voltage drop across the bulb, press the 

switch button and see the Voltmeter reading.

7. Insert a jumper at the pair (E) instead of the diode, press the switch button 

and see the change in the Voltmeter reading.

9. Insert a jumper at the pair (D) instead of the diode, press the switch button 

and see the change in the Voltmeter reading. 

10. Insert a jumper at the pair (C) instead of the diode, press the switch button 

and see the change in the Voltmeter reading. 

11. Insert a jumper at the pair (B) instead of the diode, press the switch 

button and see the change in the Voltmeter reading. 
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Notes:

When a voltage source is connected to a diode such that 

the positive side of the voltage source is on the anode and 

the negative side is on the cathode, the diode becomes a 

conductor and allows current to flow. Voltage connected to 

the diode in this direction is called Forward Bias.

When a voltage source is connected to a diode such that 

the positive side of the voltage source is on the cathode 

and the negative side is on the anode, current doesn’t flow, 

the diode becomes an insulator. Voltage connected to the 

diode in this direction is called Reverse Bias.


